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(Statement by Prime Minister John G . Diefenbaker
in'the .General Assembly of the United Nations,
New York, on September 23, 1957) .

Mr . Presidentj may I not in a perfunctory manner,
tongratulate you .on behalf of the Canadian Delegation on
your election and offer you our best wishes . Having known
you throughout the .years, I realize that the General Assembly's
action was an expression -of its faith in you as . a raan
üniquely qualified for this high office by reason of your
long and devoted service to the United Nations. At-the same
time, may I a3.'so pay the tribute of Canada .to your predecessor,
Prince 17an 17aithayakon, who presided over a session of great
length and stress with wisdom and skill .

In the last few months there has been a change of
'government in our country, but I hasten to assure the Assembly
at once that, as in all democratic countries dedicated ;to
peace, this does not'mean that there has been any change
whatsoever in .fundamental international principles or
attitudes . I say that .because I have been asked on a number
of occasions-'z•rhero 'Canada now stands with regard .to the
United Nations . My appearance here gives public evidence of
Canada's stand . 'Indeed, it is the first time in twelve years :
that a Prime Minister has been present with our Foreign
.Minister, which is evidence -of .the fact that we stand on
this question norr .where Canada has always stood since April
194'5) and, I emphasize this, with the support of . the part

y pihich is nqw in power: . So far as Canada is concerned
support .of the United Nations is the cornerstone of its
foreign policy~ We believe that the United Nations will grow
stronger because it represents the inevitable struggle of
'countries to find order in-their relationships and the deep
longing of mankind to strive for and attain'peace and justice .

17Q believe)'too, that countries like Canada acting
in consultation with other friendly nations can exert an
influence far stronger than would be possibie outside the United
ldations . Indeed, our viows of-the value .of'this organization


